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The road ahead
Tracey Doi's seen a lot in her 18 years as CFO of Toyota Motor North America, but nothing quite like the past two years. In an exclusive interview with Philadelphia Business Journal Editor Ryan LaBelle highlighted the cities, property classes and amenities that are likely to draw the most workers back to a traditional in-office setting. No surprise, but those are the very locations where

The road ahead: Toyota CFO Tracey Doi on

Supply chain, inventory and big plans in North Carolina
LaBelle highlighted the cities, property classes and amenities that are likely to draw the most workers back to a traditional in-office setting. No surprise, but those are the very locations where

The road ahead: Boston Properties CFO Mike Labelle is confident these cities will get back
to the office
Akshay Kumar plays the lead role in 'Prithviraj'. Directed by Dr Chandraprakash Dwivedi, Prithviraj is slated to hit theatres on January 21. The film is based on the life of Indian king Prithviraj

the road ahead 2022: real-life stories dominate indian films
Tuesday’s game feels like a must-win given the standings and what lies ahead. UT is the only Big 12 team with no wins over AP 25 teams.

with brutal february ahead, the longhorns gear up for a men's basketball game against tcu
What challenges should Greater Columbus tackle in 2022?

our view: the road ahead will not be smooth for columbus, but we must travel it
If 2021 proved a tough survival test for businesses, 2022 could be the right time to accelerate adaptive ability by capitalising on trends. Inflation has picked up around the world because of

anticipating the road ahead
Once again, this year we asked a selection of IP stakeholders to weigh in on what important IP events they see unfolding in the year ahead. While crystal balls were not required, respondents were

the road ahead: predicting ip developments to watch in 2022
"While it may look like risk has faded, we believe this is a dangerous illusion. We maintain that risk is ever present," Klarman said.

'investors have been lulled to sleep': value-investing legend seth klarman warns that the road ahead for stocks could get bumpy as the fed tightens — and shares 4 best ...
In this week's edition: a roundup of predictions, a new IDA bond, and a warning for emerging market entrepreneurs.
The current year proved to be quite a successful period for Steven Madden, Ltd. SHOO. This renowned fashion-footwear dealer has given a tough fight to the ongoing coronavirus perils and managed to

Steven Madden (SHOO) up 32% in a year: the road ahead in 2022
Even the local post office performed a small miracle: mail delivered on a Sunday. “It’s a long road ahead,” Mr. Polis said. “We’ve built back from other disasters, and we will build back

Colorado residents ponder the road ahead after wildfires
Imran Khan took the oath to the office of prime minister in 2018 with the promise to change Pakistan and address its image problems.

Keeping the promise, he in October this year come up with an

NRA and the road ahead
Wednesday’s loss to the Chicago Bulls was a disappointment for the Cleveland Cavaliers, but the loss was a lesson and a lead-in to what could be a prime opportunity to go on another run.

The Cavs’ disappointing loss in Chicago leads to lessons and a lighter road ahead
If other Porsche vehicles on the road ahead of you experience poor traction, your car might update your navigation route to avoid the affected area, or suggest you drop you out of Sport+ mode.